
   STEP
Linear Configurations that Shine



General Information
Description:
Our Step channel dimensions are slightly smaller than 1.5” square.  We make this channel available in both polished and brushed stainless steel.  Step channel is available 
in lengths up to 96”.  Brushed stainless steel connectors such as end caps, couplers, 90 degree and adjustable angle connectors to achieve various designs.  In addition to 
being customizable, catolgued fixtures include square, rectangular, linear and hexagon configurations
Metal Finish:
End Connectors : Brushed stainless steel
Channel : Brushed stainless or polished stainless steel
Custom designs:
Step is customizable to run longer lengths.  Contact factory for further information.
Illumination:
Flexible LED sheet modules available in colors ranging from 2700K, 
3000k, 3500,  or4000K, 90 CRI, 450 or 850 lumens per linear foot.
Drivers:
Universal 120-277 V input with 0-10 V dimming.
Driver Location:
RM: remotely located above ceiling in NEMA enclosure
CSF: located in surface mounted canopy 8” W x 1.25” H
Suspension:
A combination of clear cord and stainless steel 
aircraft cables
Lens:  
White acrylic
Light Distribution:
DD: Direct Down 
DO: Direct Out 
DI: Direct In     
Component Replacement:
Field replaceable
Certification:
UL listed LED
 Warranty:                  
Electronic manufacturer’s 5 year limited
IES files:
Available on request

STEP -LINEARFRAME PROFILE

Step Linear fixtures come  in lengths of 36”, 74”,59”,70”m,81” and 92 inches.  
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       Configuration



ADJUSTABLE  CONNECTOR

On Right:  
Step-Hex A shown with surface 
mounted canopies.

All fixtures can be specified 
with either surface mounted 
or remote canopies shown 
below.  Fixtures are illuminated 
at every other supporting point 
with clear cord and avery other 
supporting point with stainless 
steel aircraft cable.                                   

Step-Hex A



STEP-HEX-B
STEP-HEX-C

Above:  Step-HexB-PS-RM-450-DD

Utilized considerably less than ring or disc designs, the hexagon is a form that creates its own unique and dynamic perspective angle changes as one 
moves from one position to another in any setting.   Stagger a set several hexagon fixtures at various heights and create a one of a kind cluster.



Step’ s sleek connective components integrate with 
our channel to create unique designs to serve both ar-
chitecural and decorative lighting needs.  Our polished 
stainless channel shines to a mirror finish that makes a 
highly visible statement in any setting. 

MODEL CHANNEL DRIVER SYSTEM LIGHT

FINISH OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION

LINEAR

STP-LIN-36 PS RM 450 DD

STP-LIN-47 Polished Remotely 450 lumens Direct Down

STP-lin-59 Stainless Mounted per linear foot

STP-LIN-70

STP-LIN-81 BS CSF 850 DO

STPLIN-92 Brushed Surface 850 lumens Direct Down

Stainless mounted per linear foot

in canopy

SQUARE DI

STP-SQ-25 Direct In

STP-SQ-36

STP-SQ-47

STP-SQ-59

STP-SQ-81

STP-SQ-92

RECTANGLE

STP-RCT-3647

STP-RCT-3659

STP-RCT-3670

STP-RCT-3681

STP-RCT-3692

STP-RCT-4759

STP-RCT-4770

STP-RCT4781

STP-RCT-4792

STP-RCT-5970

STP-RCT-5992

STP-RCT-7081

STP-RCT-7092

STP-RCT-8192

HEX

STP-HEX-A

STP-HEX-B

STP-HEX-C

STP-HEX-D

STP-HEX-E

STEP-HEX-D

STEP-HEX-E


